ABSTRACT
Collaborative, social tagging and annotation systems have exploded on the Internet as part of the Web 2.0 phenomenon. Systems such as Flickr, Del.icio.us, Technorati, Connotea and LibraryThing, provide a community-driven approach to classifying information and resources on the Web, so that they can be browsed, discovered and re-used. Although social tagging sites provide simple, user-relevant tags, there are issues associated with the quality of the metadata and the scalability compared with conventional indexing systems. In this paper we propose a hybrid approach that enables authoritative metadata generated by traditional cataloguing methods to be merged with community annotations and tags. The HarVANA (Harvesting and Aggregating Networked Annotations) system uses a standardized but extensible RDF model for representing the annotations/tags and OAI-PMH to harvest the annotations/tags from distributed community servers. The harvested annotations are aggregated with the authoritative metadata in a centralized metadata store. This streamlined, interoperable, scalable approach enables libraries, archives and repositories to leverage community enthusiasm for tagging and annotation, augment their metadata and enhance their discovery services. This paper describes the HarVANA system and its evaluation through a collaborative testbed with the National Library of Australia using architectural images from PictureAustralia.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, collaborative tagging and annotation systems that involve communities of users creating and sharing their own metadata, have exploded on the Internet. Sites such as Flickr [1], Del.icio.us [2], Connotea [3] and LibraryThing [4] are considered exemplary of the Web 2.0 phenomena [5] because they use the Internet to harness collective intelligence. Such systems provide a community-driven, “organic” approach to classifying information and resources on the Web, so that they can be browsed, discovered and re-used.

Proponents of social tagging systems [6-8] claim that because the terms used to describe the resources are community-defined, they are more topical, adaptive and relevant to users than traditional library cataloguing systems that use complex, relatively fixed, hierarchical thesauri and authority files. Terms in such controlled vocabularies do not evolve with popular language and many of them are irrelevant or anachronistic. Searches by non-experts often fail to yield results of relevance or that the users expect or understand. Authoritative metadata is also very expensive as it requires the time and effort of expert cataloguers. Social tagging and community annotation systems on the other hand, offer a mechanism by which the time consuming and expensive task of metadata generation can be distributed across communities. It is also argued that they provide a better measure of usefulness than software-based systems (e.g., Google) that rank resources based on the number of external links that point to a resource.

However, recent analyses of tagging data [9,10, 51], have shown that the indexing terms input by untrained users are often inconsistent and inaccurate – causing documents to go undiscovered or discovered in the wrong category. There is also the problem of scalability. Its difficult to predict how Flickr, del.icio.us, and other folksonomy-dependent sites will scale as content volume escalates. The flat structure of “folksonomies” [11] (long lists of simple tags) are useful for serendipitous browsing. But they don’t support more sophisticated searching and browsing over very large collections. Folksonomies will not organically: evolve into synonymous clusters; identify preferred terms; or accrue into broader and narrower terms; features that are supported by thesauri and ontologies. Finally, a major limitation of social tagging systems is their lack of interoperability. Many of the popular social tagging systems are centralized, non-interoperable with other systems, don’t support multiple levels of sharing and generally don’t employ standards. Initiatives such as TagCommons [12] are investigating mechanisms and open standards to improve the interoperability of these popular community tools so tags can be shared across communities and resource types.
Despite these limitations, many cultural, scientific, and academic organizations responsible for providing access to large online collections recognize the potential value that community taggers can add to their collections. Projects such as the Commons [13] (a collaboration between Flickr and the Library of Congress) and Steve.Museum [14] are just two projects that aim to give online users a voice in describing the content of publicly-held collections, through online social tagging and annotation tools.

Our hypothesis (and that of the organizations involved in the Commons and Steve.Museum projects) is that significant value can be added to a collection by augmenting authoritative metadata with community-generated metadata that has undergone some form of quality control. However there are a number of unresolved challenges associated with implementing such a hybrid approach, that are deterring many organizations from incorporating community metadata in their metadata stores and search services. These include:

- How to carry out quality control of the community metadata without adversely impacting on the spontaneity and simplicity of the tags, and with minimal cost and effort?
- How to provide a measure of the authority of the source or author of the community-generated annotation? And how best to use this to rank retrieved results?
- How to access annotations and tags distributed over multiple different sites, systems and platforms – with different APIs?
- How to streamline the retrieval and aggregation of the community metadata with the authoritative metadata? There are no standards for representing or defining tags and annotations;
- How best to exploit, distinguish and display the community metadata through enhanced search, discovery and presentation services?
- How to identify terms from folksonomies that are candidates for inclusion in existing controlled vocabularies, to improve the relevance of authoritative metadata and the success rate of discovery services?

In this paper we describe the HarvANA (Harvesting and Aggregating Networked Annotations) system that we have developed at the University of Queensland. The objectives of HarvANA are to identify the optimum approach(es) for leveraging community annotation/tagging systems and to develop an efficient streamlined system (based on open standards and comprising a set of open source services) that enables collections managers to exploit the resulting metadata to improve discovery and reasoning across digital collections. In the process, the aim is to also identify solutions to the challenges listed above.

2. BACKGROUND

Web-based collaborative annotation systems are designed to enable online communities of users to attach descriptive terms to Web resources as a way of organizing the content for future navigation, filtering or search. When applied to digital resources shared via the Web, annotations provide a very powerful collaborative tool - enabling the capture and dissemination of individuals’ and group opinions about particular digital resources.

There are a huge variety of both annotation types and systems for creating and re-using them. A number of researchers have attempted to identify dimensions by which to categorize both annotations [15,16] and the plethora of annotation systems [17-19]. Annotation systems vary from: stand-alone applications for personal collections [20,21]; to extensions to proprietary systems [22]; to digital library-focussed systems [23] and general Web-based systems [24]. In the context of the work described here we are interested in collaborative web-based annotation and tagging systems. But even within this scope, there are a huge number of systems, for annotating a wide range of target resources.

A significant number of annotation systems have been designed for annotating specific media or document types (e.g., Web pages, images, video, Wikis) and include specific client functionality optimized for the particular media type. Some systems only allow annotations to be attached to whole files or specific types of segments (e.g., keyframes) whilst other systems provide tools that enable users to interactively specify the segments or regions to be annotated. Most systems provide client interfaces that allow users to create, edit, delete and query annotations, as well as view and browse existing annotations. Some systems allow users to respond to existing annotations generating hierarchical annotation threads. Many systems enable users to be automatically notified of new annotations on particular topics or by particular users by subscribing to RSS/Atom feeds.

2.1 Informal versus Formal Annotations

Annotations may be informal (free text) or formal. Formally defined annotations conform with a hierarchical set of fields and values specified within an XML Schema or RDF Schema and controlled vocabularies. Typically an annotation record contains: a body (e.g., one or more keywords; and/or a free text description); the name of the author; date of attachment; and a link to the annotated resource or a pointer to a location or anchor within the resource.

In some cases, the annotations are also “ontologically” defined – the structure and formally defined constituents are based on concepts defined within a given OWL ontology [25]. Ontology-based annotations are valuable because, in addition to validation and quality control, they allow reasoning about the object they are annotating. Within the context of this paper we refer to annotations represented using RDF [26] or OWL as “semantic annotations” – because this mark-up enables the annotated resources to become accessible to the larger Semantic Web.

2.2 Tags versus Annotations

“Tags” are an important subclass of annotations that comprise simple, unstructured labels or keywords assigned to digital resources to describe and classify the digital resource (e.g., a web page, image or blog post). Tags allow the user to organize resources into categories (groups of resources with the same tag) so they can be more easily retrieved later. Users can define their own tags based on the terms that seem most relevant at the time and can choose to share them with others in their social network. The tags produced by a community of users evolve organically over time and can be aggregated to form a community vocabulary, christened a “folksonomy” by Vander Wal [27,28]. Such social tagging approaches have also been described as ‘ethnoclassification’ [29] or ‘distributed classification’ systems [30]. Hammond et al [31] describe social tagging as a “bottom-up” or grass-roots approach compared with the traditional top-down approach of institutional classification based on formal and less flexible classification systems.
2.3 Architectural Models
Most Web annotation systems comprise: an annotation creation/authoring and attachment interface; an annotation browse, search and retrieval interface; and an annotation storage and indexing component. Figure 1 provides a high-level view of a collaborative Web annotation system.

![Figure 1: High level View of a Web Annotation System](image)

The main dichotomy between system architectures, is whether the annotations are stored separately from the documents they are annotating – or whether they are stored together on the same centralized site. Flickr is an example of a centralized application that stores the resources and the tags on the same system and that requires both resource providers and users to submit their contributions via the one site. The separate storage approach calls for Web servers and data storage dedicated to annotations which include hyperlinks to the original target resources (via URIs). Although separate storage carries overheads associated with maintaining HTTP access to indexed storage repositories and web servers, and maintaining links between annotations and documents, it has a number of advantages. The decoupling of the annotations from the content allows more control and flexibility over how the annotations are accessed, processed, presented and re-used. If the annotations are on a separate server, then access, authorization and posting of responses can more easily be controlled and restricted to a particular community of users. Separation allows a single resource to be annotated in many different ways by users on the same annotation server or on different annotation servers, using different community-specific terminologies or ontologies. Separating the annotations from the resources also avoids the copyright issues that arise when having to store a copy of the digital resources on the social tagging site.

3. RELATED WORK
3.1 Metadata Aggregation
The importance of being able to aggregate distributed metadata from a range of sources has been recognized by a number of projects. Annotea [39, TagCommons [12], Steve museum [14] and Rich Tags [58] have all recognized the need for standardized ways of defining annotations and tags so they can be shared between communities. However the problem of annotation aggregation is still largely unresolved. The challenge is that a central server has to download remote RDF annotations to the local server as quickly and efficiently as possible, whilst maintaining synchronization with the most recently added remote annotations and performing data merging, inferencing and querying over the integrated data sets – perhaps with the inclusion of some ranking or weighting mechanism to give more or less weight to those annotations provided by most trusted colleagues or organizations. Previous approaches to querying and aggregating distributed (RDF) annotation servers can be divided into two categories:

- **RSS Feeds** – using this approach, the central agency subscribes to RSS feeds [32] from the distributed annotation servers. Because this approach involves the continual transmission of small amounts of RDF data associated with any updates, it is not controllable by the agency receiving the feeds and is not scalable when databases of considerable dimensions are involved.

- **Peer-to-peer approaches** - each annotation server is considered as a peer with its own local RDF database. RDF queries are broadcast to each peer and the results are aggregated on retrieval. Systems like EduMedia [33] and the RDFPeers framework [34] suffered from scalability issues because of the computational burden when many users are simultaneously querying each server. However, there are a couple of projects [35,36] that are investigating specific algorithms to improve the scalability of annotation exchange in peer-to-peer applications.

Within the HarvANA project, we propose a novel, third approach - retrieving annotation data stored on multiple distributed servers via an OAI-PMH [37] interface sitting on top of the annotation servers. This approach involves mapping the annotations stored on an Annotea server to the Dublin Core metadata schema and periodically harvesting them by having the central agency send OAI-PMH (HTTP) requests to the server. The advantages of this approach include:

- It is controlled by the harvesting organization;
- It can be configured to run periodically at set times (e.g., hourly or nightly when network traffic is low);
- Date stamps (from and until) can be used to only harvest updates since the last harvest;
- It provides a platform-independent, standardized approach that is independent of the actual tagging system or the type of resources being tagged;
- OAI-PMH has been widely adopted and has been shown to be scalable for large distributed collections [38].

3.2 Quality Control
Despite the enthusiasm and hype around social tagging systems, recent analyses [9,10] have revealed that there is a significant degree of idiosyncrasy, inconsistency, contradiction and inaccuracy within folksonomic tags. Significant numbers of tags include: misspellings, poor encoding, acronyms, punctuation and compound tags that omit spaces. Both surveys also found a high proportion of tags labelled “toread”, “todo”, “fun” and “cool”. Such erroneous and non-descriptive tagging may not matter if the number of taggers reaches “critical mass” but in many systems, the number of tags may be very low and such errors will make resources difficult to find. A second major disadvantage of distributed classification systems is their flat structure and consequent inability to handle synonyms (multiple tags with the
same or similar meaning) and homonyms (a single tag with multiple meanings). The lack of hierarchical structure (sub-class relationships) between tags fails to identify relationships between resources of the same or similar type, again leading to reduced precision and recall.

Significant research effort is currently focused on mechanisms by which tags can be improved and more useful formal semantics can be derived from simple community tagging systems. The aim is to optimize the trade-off between the simplicity and freedom of community tagging and the benefits to search engines of hierarchical structured vocabularies. Suggested approaches have included supervised folksonomies – in which taxonomists work with an underlying folksonomy that has evolved through community participation to add syntax and structure [52]. Another approach is “ontology-directed-folksonomy” in which users are provided with suggested and popular tags from an ontology, but still have the option to define their own tags [53-55]. Guy and Tonkin [9] and Mejias [56] suggest a combination of post-processing to “clean-up” the tags together with the adoption of best practise guidelines. The paradox is that such guidelines will impact adversely on the freedom and ease of use of the system. Another approach to managing the large numbers of tags that accumulate over time and usage is to cluster or group them – either a priori by the users or a posteriori using clustering algorithms. Suggestica’s RawSugar [57] is one example of the a priori approach.

For the HarvANA system we decided to adopt the “ontology-directed-folksonomy” approach. When entering tags, users are provided with suggested and popular tags from an ontology (specified at system configuration) but they still have the option to define their own unique tags. This approach is stable, flexible, ensures maximum semantic richness of the metadata and facilitates easy adaptation to a different community simply by changing the backend ontology. A pull-down menu provides the interface to the ontology when inputting and searching on tags. When a user searches on a parent tag, all items with the parent tag, synonym tags or children tags are retrieved. The class hierarchies are also incorporated within the tag cloud to embed multi-level structuring.

In addition, HarvANA restricts access to the annotation server via Shibboleth identity management. Our approach is to provide annotation services for a closed community with specific knowledge or expertise - rather than the general public. This reduces the proportion of incorrect, inappropriate or misleading tags and obviates the need for a moderator to check annotations.

4. OBJECTIVES

Discussions with the National Library of Australia (who were keen to be involved in a pilot project investigating the value of community tagging to public collections) led to the proposal of a collaborative project with the following objectives:

* To develop a set of easily deployable tools and services for attaching annotations, harvesting annotations, aggregating distributed annotations with metadata, searching and browsing aggregated metadata and presenting search results and associated annotations
* To investigate the optimum approach to making both the authoritative metadata and community tags/annotations accessible to the search engine to enhance search services
* To investigate the optimum user interface for presenting (but distinguishing between) both the metadata and annotations/tags associated with retrieved resources
* To evaluate the system through extensions to: an existing community annotation system (Co-Annotea) [44]; a tested collection of images from the PictureAustralia collection hosted by the National Library of Australia (NLA)[48]; and the participation of and feedback from a particular community of expertise.

The remainder of this paper describes the outcomes of the project within the scope of these objectives.

5. A COMMON MODEL

A common extensible model for representing annotations and tags is essential to ensure compatibility and interoperability of annotation and tagging systems and the sharing and re-use of tags generated within different communities and tagging sites. Although a number of initiatives have proposed alternative models, the W3C’s Annotea RDF model [39] is emerging as a de facto standard for modelling annotations and tags – having been adopted by a large array of both clients and servers, including: Annozilla, which is an Annotea implementation for the Mozilla browser [41]; annoChump [42]; Vannotea, an Annotea-based collaborative annotation system for multimedia objects [43]; and Zannot, a Zope annotation server based on Annotea [40].

The Annotea model specifies the following attributes associated with an annotation:

* body (the actual textual description or tag value(s));
* type (the top-level class is annotation, but possible sub-classes include: comment, query, review, rating, assessment);
* creator (the author of the annotation or tag);
* date_created (the date the tag/annotation was attached and published).

Extensions are possible through the addition of further optional attributes that might include fields such as: language, media_type, format (e.g., the annotation may be a URL, audio, image, video). XPointer [45] provides a standardized method for locating annotations within XML and HTML documents but is inadequate for fine grained specification of regions or segments within multimedia resources e.g., the region of an image, a scene from a video. Such segments require media-dependent locators that are specifically defined through a new attribute e.g., the “extent” attribute in Figure 3. In addition, security in the form of access control can be implemented by the addition of an “access_policy” attribute, which points to a machine-interpretable XACML policy [46] associated with the annotation itself. Such a policy specifies who can read, edit or delete the annotation. The enforcement of such a policy relies on the authentication and identification of users of the system through an Identity Management system such as Shibboleth [47].
Within the HarvANA system, community annotations are stored on (one or more) Annotea-compliant annotation servers that are separate from the collections that they are annotating. An OAI-PMH interface has been built on top of the Annotation server(s). This enables the periodic harvesting of new annotations (since the last harvest) by sending OAI-PMH (HTTP) requests to the server(s). The harvested annotations are then aggregated with the institutional metadata, to enrich the metadata store with community knowledge. Figure 3 provides a high-level view of the HarvANA system architecture.

In addition, a security interface based on Shibboleth user authentication [47] and XACML access controls [46] has been implemented which restricts access to the annotation server (and individual annotations) to the members of specific online communities [57].

### 6.1 Underlying Technologies

HarvANA uses W3C’s Annotea annotation protocol [39] and an RDF Jena data store for storing and querying annotations. An Annotea client plug-in for Internet Explorer and Firefox has been developed that enables users to create and attach annotations to resources retrieved via a Web Search Interface. The system supports the annotation of web pages, images, video, audio and 3D objects (protein crystallography structures). In addition, the system provides a user interface for browsing and searching annotations. Users can search across annotation attributes that include: creator, date, keywords or free-text searching over the description. Quality control of the annotations is provided by validating annotations/tags against the schema and restricting tags to the specified ontology – accessible via pull-down menus within the annotation creation interface.

The Annotea server is implemented using a Tomcat Java Servlet. The RDF annotations are stored using the Jena API over a MySQL database. The OAI-PMH interface on the Annotea server was developed by mapping the RDF annotations to unqualified Dublin Core and incorporating OCLC’s OAICat Java servlet within the Tomcat Java Servlet container. This enables HTTP requests to be periodically sent to the Annotea Server to retrieve any new or updated annotations as XML records. These are then incorporated within the original institutional metadata store and indexed using Lucene.

### 7. TESTBED AND CASE STUDY

We are currently evaluating HarvANA through a collaboration with the National Library of Australia (NLA). Our aim is to assess HarvANA as a value-add community service that can run in conjunction with existing repository search services, such as PictureAustralia, MusicAustralia or PeopleAustralia. The aim is to provide annotation services to a community of experts with specific knowledge that would enhance the descriptive metadata for a specific collection.

PictureAustralia is an NLA project that provides a federated discovery service to more than 1 million images from 31 contributing organizations [48]. PictureAustralia’s Web-based search interface uses a central database of metadata held at the NLA, that has been harvested from the contributing organizations using OAI-PMH. Incremental OAI harvests (of updates) are carried out on the larger sites every night and the smaller sites, once per week.

To evaluate HarvANA we acquired a selection of architectural images and metadata from PictureAustralia. We built a local replica of the PictureAustralia system on a MySQL database and Web server at the University of Queensland. We then developed an (OWL) ontology of architectural terms [58] that limits the keywords or tags to a set of controlled, machine-processable terms (Figure 9). Our “community of experts” were colleagues from the architecture department at the University of Queensland. The generic annotation creation interface was customized by tailoring the underlying annotation schema and incorporating the architectural ontology. We then set up an annotation server for storing the annotations and set about creating annotations about the images and storing them on the server. The OAI-PMH annotation harvester was configured (using the Quartz scheduling
library) to harvest updates to the annotation server every hour. The harvested annotation records are incorporated within the NLA metadata store, but saved as “annotation records”, distinguishable from the original institutional metadata records. The link to the image is via the “relation” field in the annotation DC metadata record. Table 1 shows both an authoritative metadata record and an annotation record for an image accessible via PictureAustralia but held in the State Library of Victoria.

7.1 User Interface

7.1.1 Creating and Editing Annotations

Figure 5 illustrates the Annotea sidebar (a client plug-in for IE and Firefox) that provides a browser-based interface for creating and attaching annotations to images retrieved via the NLA’s PictureAustralia Web search interface. Users specify a title, type and the actual content (free text description and/or keywords).

Keywords or tags can either be selected/auto-completed from a pre-defined ontology (of architectural terms) or newly defined. When creating a new annotation, the user may also define an (XACML) access policy or attach a Creative Commons license. The newly created annotation is validated against the RDF model and assigned a unique persistent identifier, before being saved.

7.1.2 The Enhanced Search & Presentation Interface

The NLA’s existing web-based search interface to the PictureAustralia image collection was extended to enable users to search across only institutional metadata, only community annotations or both. Figure 6 illustrates the extended search interface. If the option to search community annotations is selected, users may choose to search on tags, description, subject, title, date or creator fields. For example, a user may search for all resources annotated by ‘Anna Gerber’. Selecting the “more information” button beside each thumbnail displays the authoritative metadata above the annotations (in chronological order) using colours to distinguish between them (Figure 7).

7.1.3 Tag Cloud Browsing

A tag cloud showing the most popular tags is generated and displayed at the top of the search page (Figure 8). Clicking on a tag in the cloud triggers a search for items with that tag, synonyms or children tags. When the results are displayed, a related tag cloud (showing tags that are related by subClass or equivalentClass relationships) is displayed at the bottom of the page. The search can be refined by clicking on a related tag name, or expanded to search on all related tags.
8. EVALUATION

The aim of HarvANA is to enhance the discovery services for a large online collection, by harvesting tags and annotations attached by a specific community, and aggregating them with the existing authoritative or institutional metadata to enrich it and improve findability. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the approach, we evaluated three key criteria:

- Usability of the system from an end-user point of view;
- Improvements to the search and discovery services;
- System design, efficiency and deployment from an administrative point of view.

End-users of the system comprised two types: the authenticated community members who attach the annotations and the general public who search the collection. Users attaching the annotations found the Annotea browser plug-in, easy to download, install and configure but requested auto-completion of the ontology-based tags as well as via a pull-down multi-level menu. They also requested the ability to see existing metadata and tags for the current resource they are annotating. Currently this is only visible whilst searching. They also requested the ability to annotate regions of images. Feedback from users searching the collection, indicated that addition of the tag cloud to the PictureAustralia search interface was a positive improvement. They felt it added a sense of social interaction, non-conformism and ‘fun’ to the interface. Although, many users said that they would continue to use the free text search field. Feedback on relevance of search results indicated that the addition of ontology-based tags by domain experts, improved the discovery of relevant images, for both naïve and expert users, as well as enriching the collection’s inherent educational value. Feedback from a collection management perspective was provided by the NLA. Collections managers who were surveyed, approved of the use of OAI-PMH and Dublin Core, with which they are already familiar. The use of OpenID instead of Shibboleth for the user authentication was raised. They believe there needs to be more detailed evaluation with respect to the value-add of the community annotations. The separation of the annotation servers from the centralized metadata store was seen as an advantage as it removed them of responsibility for hosting and maintaining the annotation servers. The ability to easily reconfigure the system and add new annotation servers to be harvested was seen as a key benefit.

9. FUTURE WORK

To date, we have implemented and evaluated what we consider to be a beta version of HarvANA. This process has revealed a number of key areas that warrant further investigation and development:

- HarvANA has been designed to support the annotation of images within PictureAustralia – we are interested in how the system would need to be modified to support the annotation of other document types (e.g., MusicAustralia) and parts of documents e.g., regions of images;
- The incorporation of social network information - FOAF (Friend-Of-A-Friend) trust profiles [49] enable users to rate how much they trust their web of acquaintances on particular subjects. The trust ratings can be used to rank search results based on tags by trusted colleagues. For example, within FilmTrust, Golbeck et al [50] use social networks to personalize search results for films based on recommendations by trusted reviewers;
- Identifying tags that should be incorporated in the ontology. Collections managers need tools to assist them to identify which tags to incorporate and where they should be added;
- Investigating the use of SPARQL to perform semantic inferencing and querying and to derive new knowledge;
- The harvested annotations are of significant interest to the regional libraries who actually host the PictureAustralia images. We are interested in using RSS feeds to stream the harvested annotations back out to these and other sites;
- Machine-learning - in recent years a number of systems have combined machine-learning techniques with manual ontology-based annotation to index web pages, textual documents and multimedia. However they fail to incorporate or leverage community-driven social tagging systems. We are keen to investigate tripartite classification systems that combine social tagging, machine-learning and traditional library classification approaches, integrated through common structured ontologies.

Finally, the work to date, has focused on the annotation of images from a public library collection by a closed community of experts. There are many scenarios in which this approach would be of value and which would undoubtedly reveal a different set of issues and problems. For example, we are keen to explore HarvaANA’s application to: the annotation of museum collections by indigenous communities; peer-review of scholarly publications by particular disciplinary experts; the annotation of medical images by domain experts (e.g., teledermatology).

10. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed, developed and evaluated a standards-based, platform-independent approach by which social tagging and annotation systems can expose their tag data so it can be readily accessed, harvested and re-used by meta-search services. By opening up tagging data through a combination of: a standardized model, a harvesting protocol and a metadata mapping, we enable both the custodians and users of digital repositories to benefit from the enormous potential value of collaborative tagging, with a minimum of effort and no prior knowledge of the backend annotation systems. The advantages of our approach include:

- The separation of annotation servers from the central metadata store and actual digital objects, enables the easy incorporation of existing or new annotation and tagging sites that can be managed by communities external to the library, museum or archive;
- Because the annotations are stored separately to the digital objects they describe (but point to via URIs), we do not have to be concerned with copyright issues that arise when the digital objects have to be copied to the social tagging site (e.g., Flickr and the Library of Congress Commons Project);
- The common RDF model for representing annotations/tags together with OAI-PMIH:
  - provides a standardized mechanism by which sites can expose their tag data, so that it can be harvested and re-used by meta-search services;
  - enables machine-understanding of the tags and annotations and more sophisticated semantic inferencing by meta-search services;
enables aggregation of tags from multiple distributed annotation servers, regardless of the underlying tagging platform or system.

- The decision to use the already widely adopted OAI-PMH and Annotea protocols provides a high level of openness, interoperability and low barrier to entry;
- The adoption of Shibboleth and XACML provide a means of authenticating the source of the annotations and restricting access to, editing and re-use of the annotations based on author-specified policies. These security mechanisms also help protect against malicious taggers and tag spam;
- The “ontology-directed-folksonomy” approach (using a community-defined light-weight ontology to suggest keywords) provides quality control at time of capture, and reduces the need for post-processing without restricting the freedom of taggers;
- The flexible system design enables easy re-configuration and customization. Administrators can easily modify the OWL ontology that defines community-specific tags or the frequency of harvesting of the annotations. They can also easily add new annotation servers to be harvested.

By combining OAI-PMH with Annotea, HarvANA delivers a scalable, interoperable method by which custodians of collections can effectively and efficiently leverage community enthusiasm for collaborative tagging systems. The adoption of a common model for representing annotations and a light-weight community-specific ontology for tags provides the optimum combination of formal and informal metadata and helps to address the current weaknesses in tagging systems. By combining the best aspects of the Social and Semantic Webs, HarvANA represents an early exemplar of the Web 3.0 paradigm – a collective knowledge system [62].
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Table 1: The Dublin Core Metadata Record and Annotation Record for a Single Example Image

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>NLA/State Library of Victoria Metadata</th>
<th>Annotation Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>House. Sydney. Harry Seidler. 1954-55</td>
<td>Anna Gerber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Wille, Peter, photographer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>[ca. 1950-ca. 1973]</td>
<td>12 December 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Colour slide of a Sydney house designed by Harry Seidler</td>
<td>This house was actually designed by Harry Seidler for his sister, Mary-Anne.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Slides</td>
<td><a href="http://metadata.net/AustralianArchitecture.owl#Federation">http://metadata.net/AustralianArchitecture.owl#Federation</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td><a href="http://metadata.net/AustralianArchitecture.owl#Dwelling">http://metadata.net/AustralianArchitecture.owl#Dwelling</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights</td>
<td>Reproduction rights owned by the State Library of Victoria</td>
<td>Creative Commons license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>State Library of Victoria</td>
<td><a href="http://maenad:8080/Annotea/OAI1/">http://maenad:8080/Annotea/OAI1/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>image</td>
<td>annotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>transparency: colour slide; 35 mm</td>
<td>text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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